Approaches to sociality have, in the past, focused either on group typologies or on the functional aspects of relationships (mate choice, parental investment decisions). In contrast, the nature of the social relationships that scale from the individual-level behavioural decisions to the emergent properties represented by group typology has received almost no attention at all. We argue that that there is now a need to refocus attention on the bonding processes that give rise to social groups. However, we lack any kind of language with which to describe or classify these operationally, in part perhaps because social bonding is emotional (and, hence, 'felt'). One task for the future is, therefore, to identify suitable indices that can be used to compare the degree of bondedness between individual animals both between species and, within species, between individual dyads in such a way as to be able to test functional questions.
Introduction
Sociality has always been a focus of interest for both ethologists and behavioural ecologists. Nonetheless, despite considerable interest in the structural aspects of social systems during the 1960s and 1970s (Crook & Gartlan, 1966; Wilson, 1975; Crook et al., 1976) , in subsequent decades behavioural ecology came to be dominated mainly by concerns with individual decisionmaking (mating strategies, parental investment decisions, alliance formation, cooperation, foraging decisions, etc., usually in contexts where an animal's behaviour directly influences its own fitness). This switch of focus during the mid-1970s was, of course, both necessary and heuristically desirable: understanding fitness from the individual's perspective is an essential requirement for a proper understanding of sociality and its evolution. Much of the weakness of the early studies lay precisely in the fact that they ignored the fundamental place of the individual (and the gene) in the evolutionary process.
Nonetheless, it is also evident that few species are truly asocial. Animals do not make decisions about their behavioural tactics in a demographic vacuum; for many (if not all) species, most of their decisions necessarily take place within a demographic context. In many ways, this was precisely the point of Hamilton's (1964) argument about inclusive fitness: every decision an animal makes about how to act has implications for every other individual in the local population because, whether or not they are related, the consequences ramify back onto the actor -which is why Hamilton structured his analysis in terms of neighbour-modulated fitnesses, offering the more familiar Hamilton's Rule and inclusive fitness as a mathematically more tractable proxy for this. In Hamilton's conception, animals can (and indeed do: see Cheney, 1982) eschew favouring relatives if they gain higher fitness by behaving altruistically towards unrelated individuals.
But for those species for whom sociality itself is part of the individual's fitness strategy, being able to maintain the effective functionality of a group through time may have very significant implications for the individual fitnesses of its members. Familiar examples include cooperative hunting (as in
